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About This Game

The Garden Kingdom, a land filled with beautiful gardens. One day, the long-undisturbed peace was to be broken, when a
certain incident occurred.

Zoolians, beasts from the neighboring Zoo Empire launched an attack on Garden.

Protect what is important. Restore the livelihoods of the gardenfolk.

With the help of garderner Kurtz and his friends, face the Zoolians head on and defend the Kingdom of Garden.

 Battle System

Garden Tale is a 2.5D simulation RPG with a focus on strategy.
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In various places across the map there are plants with explosive properties called "Bonions".
Hitting a Bonion will cause it to explode, inflicting damage to units in the surrounding area.
 

If other Bonions are caught in the explosion, they will also explode, creating a chain reaction.
The larger the chain reaction, the larger the damage that can be inflicted, greatly increasing your Mana (which is
required to perform skills.)
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What's Bonion

【What are Bonions? (Part 1)】
Bonions are onion-like plants you will find spread across the map.
They take damage from attacks and will explode when their HP reaches 0.
Both enemies and allies caught in the radius of the explosion will take damage.

 

 

 

 

【What are Bonions? (Part 2)】
In this game, making use of the positions and properties of Bonions will give you the strategic edge in battle. Engulfing
multiple enemies in a single explosion feels great. But you must avoid causing too much damage to your allies with
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explosions.

【Chaining explosions (Part 1)】
When a Bonion explodes, any other Bonions caught in the explosive radius will also explode. It is possible to set off a
chain reaction this way.

【Chaining explosions (Part 2)】
Setting off a chain reaction not only increases the area in which you can inflict damage, but also increases the amount of
damage itself. You will also receive more mana, which is required for performing skills.
Note your allies' position and health before setting off a chain reaction, in case they get caught up in the explosions.

 

【Bonion skills】
There are some skills attached to certain equipment which can be used directly on Bonions. These include skills that
move a Bonion when you attack it, or grow Bonions quicker than normal. Becoming familiar with these skills will allow
you make better use of the Bonions on the field.

 Skills

You can give 1 unique skill and up to 2 skills for the weapon/armor of each unit.
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Some of these skills are passive effects, deal damage to enemies, or control Bonions.
Try to make the best choice of weapons and skills for each stage and bring your enemies to their defeat!
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i got this game on clearnce at walmart in a pack or 3 game this professional farming sim and trainz for 2 dollars thank god i did i
wouldnt pay full price for this pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ go buy faming simulator 2015 by giants its has logging. Just downloaded this
addon. It doesn't even load what a load of w*nk. Don't buy it because all your doing is circulating money from them to your
wallet as you request a refund..... This is also a Match-3 game in a similar vein to Football Girls: Dream Team. Only this one has
you making matches to basically draw the teacher on a sheet of paper. None of the teachers lose their clothing, though a few of
them\u2026 well, they may not be wearing bras\u2026 The achievements are easily attained by going through all the girls to
completion, with the 100 of a certain tile ones being done during\/after the third to fourth teacher.

Recommend buying in the bundle. There isn\u2019t much more than one or two hours to get through all the teachers..
unplayable. input lag is horrible.. I love the table top version of this game. It's a lot of fun and has a great amount of depth. The
video game version of this is, however, extremely janky, confusing, and not worth your time. This is a great game ruined by
horrible UI and controls. I was hoping it would be an updated version of the Puzzle Strike you find on their website but it's even
jankier than that. Pass on this.

You can give this a try before you buy it at http:\/\/www.fantasystrike.com\/. A fantastically challenging game which punishes
you for every minor misstep! Expect to die - a lot.

The level design is fantastic. My favourite moment was when I came out of a dungeon and was suddenly overlooking this
massive forestal temple ruins that seemed like it went for miles in the background. Loads of detail was put into making the
game world look good, and the end-boss level was just epic.

What I read of the story was good stuff. I liked the dynamic between the paladin and the Death Goddess, though I'll admit -
most of my attention went to beating the game.

There is a wide variety of enemies and scenarios in which different enemy groups appear, making just about every fight feel
unique. There are plenty of boss battles, and each is a different experience in dying. The checkpoints are generous and will
often land you right back in the action when you resurrect.

All the fights and enemies have some sort of weakness to exploit, though in your first playthrough you're often forced to throw
yourself at new encounters to learn their telegraphs through merciless one-shots. It can be difficult to discern what will penetrate
your shield, and there are a few tricky hitboxes on some of the bosses and traps (those damn sharks!). Dying in the early game
can feel crippling as you will lose sigil shards (used for stat progression) quite often, which can lead to feeling like you're falling
behind, but don't fear as the game constantly rewards you with loot piles from enemies and chests and by the end, you can easily
max everything out.

The controls are very easy to pick up. Once you master the aerial dodge-roll you feel super agile, and with your stamina regen
maxed out you can easily outmaneuver most enemies. Vertical controls feel rigid though - especially ladder climbing and pulling
yourself up from ledges, which is an integral part of almost every level. It can be a little cruel at times, as your first failed run
into a new area can aggro enemies to a ledge where they will then stay, laying the beatdown in the window of vulnerability
forced on you when you're yanking yourself up the side.

But no matter how hard and brutal it can be, it can be done with patience and persistence!

Definitely pick this up if you enjoy a challenge!
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Great turn-based strategy game, a little grindy at certain stages of the game. Definitely a hidden gem, I had not heard of this
game before. Also works great on Linux!. THis game is good.

Was very skeptical at first but it is truly a fun rhythm game. I always keep a rabbit with me so that I won't feel so lonely and lost
in the dazzling scenery.

and how I wish I could make friends so easily with our animal friends in real world.

(Playing with controller is the best choice!!!. Simple and engaging, well worth the price, I'd say. There are a couple of bugs -
seems to crash on exit instead of exiting properly, which is fairly minor. Also a fairly serious one with buying upgrades - I was
on day 20 or so and had enough money for the $450 stand upgrade, and when I bought it, I went from around $500 to -$2000.
Sooo...that was a game ender, right there - couldn't buy new supplies or anything on future days. I noticed it would let you
purchase to a negative, for some upgrades, but it was always fairly minor - ending at -20 or so - but this had to have been a bug.
Still, fun enough for a couple of bucks. A couple of minor nitpicks - the bleep sound for selling a latte is really shrill. And
though pixel art, it looks like it only has 4-5 pixels. It's pretty hard to tell what's going on during a sale day, which doesn't matter
a ton, since it's just the same resources each day, really.. This expansion is has some annoying bugs. Potions and other trinkets
which state they can be used at any time yet cannot be used until it is your turn. A few other ones but the one game breaking one
is Grumpy Wizard event card. The computer does not know what to do if this card is drawn and will get lock up.
The positives about this expansion is the shops, which give you far more choices to equip your character with than the original
game alone.
This would be a great expansion if the bugs were fixed.. pretty good plot. Wow, I think the metacritic reviews of this title were
unduly harsh. This game deserves much higher than a 77. High 80s is more reasonable.

Things to note:
+The game is gorgeous. That's pretty damn rare in the RTS market.
+Grey Goo implemented a race that turns traditional base-building strategy on its head and didn't break game balance.
+It plays and feels like an old RTS, but updated and streamlined for the modern era of competitive gaming.
+The multiplayer is freaking fun. Like seriously fun.
+Grey Goo has added the ability to control every aspect of building/unit production via the Q,W,E,R keys. Making a Refinery is
as easy as QQ and click where you want it. This frees you up for even more micro.

-The campaign isn't very good. Petroglyph relied too heavily on artificial difficulty (poof! The enemy player suddenly has two
epic units just because you broke down a certain section of wall!). They delighted in taking the glaring weakness of whatever
race you are playing and make you do that thing over and over again. The turtle race doesn't get a level where they get to turtle.
The "I have no turrets" race has to defend against endless tiny raids. Etc. And it's short with like 5-6 missions per faction.

-Either this attracted some really skilled people, or all of the players have no life outside of Grey Goo. Seriously, I haven't won a
matchmaking game yet.. positiv: You can mute the music

negativ: really bad physics and everything else. 2\/10 actually runs as promised
I picked this up as part of a bundle, and dutifully played a while.
It's not strictly awful merely tedious, unchallenging and unengaging. The writing is bad but not too bad to be detracting and the
hexagonal match 3 is at least a little different from other mobile ports.
That's all the good I can muster. Look at that stupid price tag. \u00a310!
That's enough to buy Portal! Or any number of other great games which are available.. Are the graphics good? No. Are the
controls great? Not really. Is the game entertaining? Oh yeah.

Trading Cards:
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Hello! I worked on the creation of trading cards and now they are available.. 7th Sector Devgamm Awards:

Hello! Recently, on May 17, to be exact, 7th Sector won the Devgamm Awards competition in two nominations, Best Indie
Game and Excellence in Visual Art! This is a very important and solemn event for me, inspiring further work! Sleepless nights
of development were not in vain :)

Ps. Now I am making a small free DLC -
  "Museum of the 7th Sector" with a first-person view, in which you can walk through the gloomy location with various exhibits
and their descriptions.. Release and plans:
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Friends, the "7th Sector" was released on Steam!
I hope the game will leave a positive impression.

Now I am planning my future work. Most likely, I will not start a dev of new game, I need a rest. But I have idea, to release two
of my old projects: "Light" and "Train". Also, maybe I will dev a DLC for the 7th sector (Maybe with first person). Write in the
comments, how do you think about this idea? And of course, I want to make several updates for "35MM", add new elements
and fix old bugs. I unfortunately did not have time for this before.

I don’t say about 7th Sector updates and fix bugs - it goes without saying.

Thank you all for attention!. Update 1.0.2:
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Fixed several gameplay and graphical bugs. Fixed the error of saving the controller selection in the menu, closed some areas
where the character fell into textures, solved the problem with the invisible wall at the Chase level, fixed the problem with the
container blocking the path at the Tower level, etc.. Mini-stories about the world of 7th Sector.:

Hello! After the release of the game, several mini - stories about the world of the 7th Sector game were published. I thought
through the universe of the game in detail, and the game has a big storyline branch, but I could not put it in the puzzle-
platformer genre.
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